BACK SCAN
This can be a scan, cocktail, or converted into a saved sessionAccumulated anger and aggressiveness 911821
Afraid of responsibility 81033406
Alcohol abuse 69495908
Always fixed on the same ideas and frustrations 9904221
Amnesia 1554536
Anger 209970261
Anger towards self 9803593
Anguish 806721736
Arms 710776596
Arthritis in knees 7023893
Artificial relationships 61967962
Ashamed to communicate my needs 9643651
Atlas 381845420
Attitude of contempt towards a person 70236680
Avoid the wrath of people around me 78566793
Belittles self 71973710
Betrayal 875397355
Bitter about life because of too many obligations and duties 82511747
Bladder 966108781
Blame others for my misfortunes 3571545
Blocked emotions 3832741
Brain 946587984
Broods over morbid ideas 81953735
Builds a means of self- protection to avoid being hurt 3123396
Burdens are too heavy 85311360
Calm 6225933
Can't deal with society 9684743
Can't see all the abundance that is present in my life 80741942
Cannot trust own decisions 9920396
Cannot trust own power 60728651
Carelessness 964698512
Chest 9198002
Clear brood about the negative but do little to protect myself from it 9336455
Clear Can’t stand what is happening to me any longer 3434254
Clear conflict at a sexual level 3976143
Clear convinced that if others showed me more love everything would be better 74890044
Clear Difficult to establish durable relationships 9881836
Clear difficulty in accepting myself as I am 9974631
Clear disorder exasperates me 3290105
Clear everything that I see through my senses does not suit me 84846851
Clear I punish myself by cutting myself off from the world 3860399
Clear lack of affective support 63651567

Clear life turns darker because I only see the negative side of things 9890334
Clear mind is very rigid 69862285
Clear must know exactly what to expect 3120292
Clear not listening to the body when it needs to rest and relax 3241719
Clear observations can leave me with false impressions that I interpret in my own way 9549325
Clear ostrich behavior 84949013
Clear paralyzed by fear 75250539
Clear perceives situations as being unfair 65993189
Clear tense or stormy family relations 3266831
Closed to the viewpoints of others 74560950
Closing of the heart 9309429
Communication 76492925
Conflict 242593859
Consider self a victim with hurt feelings 69959244
Control under the guise of helping 9433064
Criticize and judge myself severely 74390267
Curled up in fear 9970838
Cut off from my inner self 88090617
Deep insecurity before which I feel unarmed and resourceless 3478420
Deeply hurt 60197034
Deforms reality in order to suffer less 3017020
Depression 952446173
Despair 38772541
Difficulty in admitting that life had pampered me 3612322
Difficulty in seeing the Light at the end of the tunnel 69697735
Disappointed 61463343
Disconnected from the body 87867921
Distracted by what people say about me 70653965
Doubt 7271062
Duodenum 9304692
Elbows 112478463
Emotions are boiling inside because I do not feel them 63422625
Emptiness 9697038
Energy focused on small unimportant details 3110479
Enormous potential but unwilling to make the effort 81573112
Envy 178762449
Everything is growling inside of me because life has nothing good to offer 64836349
Excessive and unreasoned fears 78104278
Experience a lot of anger that eats me up inside 9982863
Family dysfunction 2424177
Fear for survival 86174171
Fear losing the love of the people around me 62647390
Fear of abandonment 47782239
Fear of being smothered by the love of others 9285164
Fear of failure 5765089
Fear of making a mistake 9757594
Fear of not being loved 88532144
Fear of rejection 340220534
Feel different from others 64755633

Feel frustrated bewildered resentful envious and jealous of others 9804040
Feel i am backed against the wall 9912920
Feel i am going to be dropped 83858121
Feel I am losing control 61800715
Feel i am not being listened to 75028019
Feel I have no backbone 9752925
Feel like turning my back on the world 71285637
Feel like turning my back on the world 71285637
Feel more secure when I perfectly manage all aspects of my life 3985037
Feel my power is outside of me 75861634
Feel oppressed 75285809
Feel powerless 75657620
Feel safer when withdrawn 81351257
Feel smothered 80541844
Flee responsibilities 3853857
Flies off the hanle for trivial reasons 68253019
Fright 68293230
Frigid 3038535
Frustration 786054763
Gallbladder 1619296
Great ambition moves me away from deeper values 88597703
Guilt causes me to reject myself 76625812
Guilt is eating me up inside 9242737
Guilty conscious 9704649
Hands 96607707
Harmony with natural law 71152530
Head 13643145
Heavy baggage of repressed emotions 78942453
Helplessness 464803435
Hide in glass bubble, not having to ask myself any questions or make any changes in my
life 9698168
I am tired of sacrificing for others 79803221
I have the right to take some time for me 86071446
I intend to live, not die 74634141
I never stop analyzing myself to be sure I am OK 85455958
I refuse to allow my aspirations to see the Light of day 72342024
I resist and persist to the point of stubbornness about certain ideas that obsess me 9259407
Imaginary world 83870690
Imprisoned by emotions 9093236
In letting go I have mastery over life
Individuality is challenged 68756366
Inner tension 76568975
Insecure about money 79484647
Insecurity 66974496
Intuition disassociated from reason 9471029
Irritable and angry because my wishes are not granted 68188520
It is within my back that I bury experiences that hurt me 77802623
Judge events severely not willing to accept that they are life lessons but seeing them as
punishment and injustices 74021103

Judgmental 19249835
Kidneys 8021757
Lack of affective support 63651567
Let go 122467816
Life is lacking in playfulness 74965330
Listen to inner voice 83328282
Liver 802437100
Living in my head 74525172
Lungs 413671603
Lust 1213954
Migraines 17188611
Misunderstanding is all around 3512237
Mood swings 7193871
Mother issues 73624376
My life is a masquerade 77940971
Narrow minded 8279091
Needs a little nip 82102845
Negative 44716262
Negative self-image 3708204
Nervous system 7448355
Nervous system has difficulty functioning 88903502
No longer feel like struggling 61182417
No longer feel safe 9523624
Not up to the perfect and ideal image I want to project 87480483
Obsessional behavior and thoughts 87154953
Ovaries 525246118
Pain 12313972
Pancreas 390951277
Panic 6681583
People never understand my ideas 3948083
Perceive self as ugly, full of defects 73997445
Perfectionism 86250498
Pride 9871452
Pronounced timidity 83937142
Protection 8638847
Push aside my own desires 3472614
Push myself to the limit 82183392
Push others away by coldness or cruel words 9644112
Rage 7724795
Refuse to give in 68198166
Refuse to look at all the facts of a situation 3272691
Refuses to face emotions 3314463
Remain distant because of bad moods and depressive attitude 929276
Remains in a too well- defined structure 9931371
Repression of sexual energy 9320710
Rigid attitude 1638271
Sadness 4035208
Seek refuge in an imaginary world 9823950
Self -deprecation 3957201

Self-confidence is weak 80080729
Self-rejection 80925373
Sensible decisions 64899532
Separated from what I love 65005514
Severe self-judgment 9362637
Sore back 778743843
Spontaneity 9829961
Stiffness 1049177
Stress related to cardiac energy center 77398917
Stress related to emotionality 63427893
Stress related to morals 9923174
Suffocating because of my aggressiveness
Suicidal 7685884
Support 52030301
Tend to jump to conclusions based on false information 84337363
Testicles 40167912
The disagreements in my family, for which I feel responsible, eat me up inside 77987327
Thyroid 753527129
Timidity 987691048
Tonify entry and exit points of the meridians 77988795
Too easygoing 68262171
Trying to forget someone 81820514
Unable to acknowledge and accept love 76261398
Uncertainty 2805601
Uncompromising 3610849
Unsteady discernment 70478040
Upper back 6743921
Useless worries 82290148
Uterus 539612164
Vertebrae D9 3017112
Vertigo 514854217
Victimhood 5142368
Want to cut self off from world that only brings sorrow frustration and anxiety 62863425
Want to forget financial worries 63874154
Want to numb pain with alcohol drugs or work 9637001
Wants to escape from something by putting it behind me 63543525
Weight gain 22980833
Workaholic 82579553
Worry 30366522
C1 61389930
C2 7833098
C3 9438545
C4 63932873
C5 70567737
C6 64909768
C7 66866292
T1 3668249
T2 79151473

T3 45366204
T4 44833261
T5 83120680
T6 85371242
T7 64608006
T8 88519709
T9 3017112
T 10 9154072
T11 78258480
T 12 9338411
L1 9978228
L2 3687472
L3 3040767
L4 79683287
L5 938558590
Clear angry or even violent whenever I don't agree with what I see
Clear anxious about not being recognized
Clear anxious about not succeeding
Clear back ailments
Clear become irritable and bitter when I meet a person I can't “digest”
Clear Believe I can’t support myself
Clear believe my survival depends on the love of others
Clear blocked creativity
Clear bowed down from burdens or acceptance of burdens
Clear Buried dreams or desires
Clear condemn myself for past experiences
Clear cut off from inner beauty
Clear denial of sexuality
Clear despair with life
Clear Difficulty dealing with everyday reality
Clear difficulty in expressing true emotions
Clear Distortion of reality
Clear disturbed emotional balance
Clear domineering
clear dreams and deepest desires vanish little by little 66015361
Clear emotions disassociated from reason
Clear eternal loner
Clear everything turns dark and I refuse life
Clear Excessive resentment
Clear extramarital relations produced children

